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Despite  the  furious  efforts  of  the  world’s  Machiavellian
destroyers, humanity is waking up. We’re seeing significant
progress in exposing the ongoing brutal Gaza extermination,
the mass revelation of chemtrails and other neo-scientific
incursions, the disastrous effects of EMFs of every source,
GMO food manipulation, tectronic surveillance and monitoring,
and the front and center clearly induced global war and the
militarization of society.

We’re in the thick of it now.

Don’t let these events and seeming contests of ideology throw
you. There’s nothing level about this playing field, and the
mass narrative is strong propaganda. Don’t even listen to it.
Rely on your heart and alternative sources. Their only weapon
is  our  consent  by  yielding  to  their  lies.  Disinformation
serves several purposes, the most insidious of which is to
introduce doubt to your heartfelt conviction regarding the
reality of what is obviously before you. Keeping the mass mind
at bay is imperative to their program.

Why? If we woke up to the truth we’d stop our participation
and/or rise up and overthrow them. And they know that.

Major Signs of Awakening
As mentioned above, there are many manifestations that the
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Truth  is  flooding  in  to  human  consciousness.  What  we
collectively do with this information is one thing; what we
individually do with it is the key. We either activate, or we
don’t. The more who do, the greater the mass awakening. With
or without the masses, the awakening is coming to pass anyway,
come what may. That’s the wonderfully exciting reality. What
the naysayers and foot draggers do with it is their business,
and their demise if they choose wrongly to ignore what is more
obvious by the minute.

That Israelis are sitting on a hill sipping drinks in their
beach chairs cheering the slaughter of civilian Palestinians
should  send  shivers  up  anyone’s  spine.  That  a  captive
population is being mercilessly annihilated on any pretext
should shock even the most hard of hearing soul. Yet the
mainstream  media  pounds  its  narrative  of  who  the  poor
defenseless “good guys” are versus the obvious genocide and
territory grab by an invading army.

Why not? The US has been doing this for decades, as have the
Israelis.  The  conditioning  runs  deep.  Literally  mindfucked
Amerikans are cheering just as avidly as is a swath of other
similarly infected Canadians and Europeans and other mentally
and spiritually disturbed Zionists around the world. The rest
of the world sees it for what it is. A targeted slaughter and
annihilation  of  something  that’s  in  the  way  of  another
globalist maneuver for psychopaths to get what they want. And
when it comes to the rabid Zionists everyone stands back.  The
puppet powers and similarly cowed populace don’t dare touch
them. Zionist fingers are in every facet of today’s societal
and governmental fabric. The world is afraid to confront them.

Yet the truth of this masqueraded massacre is for all to see.
The  onus  is  on  humanity.  And  the  alternative  is  becoming
crystal clear.

Financial, Governmental and Mad Scientific Schemes are



Increasingly Obvious
Besides the obviously engineered take down of the Middle East
and now Ukraine, there are many other fronts this hurricane of
Truth is eroding in the human psyche. The geoengineering of
our climate, oceans and soil are also becoming painfully, for
them, clear. As long as real information is available hungry
souls will find it and be forced to process it.

We also clearly see the central banking system, the FED, and
our  manipulated  financial  structure  being  exposed.  Sitting
helplessly watching no longer becomes an option. Pulling out
of their system is a given eventuality, and it’s happening, as
it becomes more evident by the day that major governmental
powers are run by bought-off crooks and stooges.

The  geoengineering  chemtrail  scam,  poisoning  humanity  from
it’s skies for whatever pretense, is taking a serious beating
as communication and committed activism exposing this global
affront wears away the veneer of outright lies and denial of
such an obvious phenomenon. Take a look at the recent results
of  sincere, concerned determination to bring this issue to
the forefront of public awareness:

Our EMF Bombardment
Another insidious attack on our health and freedom is the
electromagnetic  assault  on  humanity,  all  in  the  guise  of
convenience, “conservation” and safety of course. Never mind
the horrific surveillance invasion of our planet, the very
presence of so many electromagnetic rays from so many man-made
sources  permeating  our  existence  is  one  of  the  greatest
threats to us, altering our genetic and physical make up and
even influencing our thoughts and inherent impulses.

Besides France banning wi-fi in schools and Russia’s cellphone
for youngsters prohibition, here’s just one example of the
growing backlash under way:



Brazilian Courts order lower electromagnetic pollution
The Brazilian Judiciary determined to reduce the level of
electromagnetic pollution generated by power lines to standard
adopted by Swiss law (1.0 microtesla).

Two associations of residents in São Paulo — the largest city
of Brazil — proposed the action. The plaintiff has pleaded to
not be exposed to electromagnetic fields incompatible with the
human health.

The electromagnetic fields generated by power lines that cross
these areas is 10 times greater than the level determined by
the court. The judgment of the Court of State of São Paulo
(Tribunal de Justiça de São Paulo) has determined that the
concessionaire of electric power reduces the electromagnetic
field  generated  by  power  lines  that  pass  through  these
neighborhoods. (Source)

GMO Rejection
The public outcry against genetically modified foods and the
resultant use of the killer chemical glysophate has been front
and center for quite a while. While the Monsanto dynasty and
its network of affiliate chemical and distribution companies
and  ongoing  governmental  bribes  and  planted  personnel
continues its campaign, the rise against such infected food
tyranny has been proportionally greater.

You just don’t mess with conscious people’s health. Period.
And there are more of us by the minute.

Russia, China and a host of other nations are refusing to
import GMO products. That this is so front and center in the
public mind, whatever their entrained reflexive minds tell
them, highlights this issue. Even more so in Amerika, whether
to have these tampered with foods even labelled is appearing
at  their  ballot  boxes  is  keeping  this  subject  front  and
center.

http://www.enn.com/environmental_policy/article/47482


That’s pretty tough to ignore, even for the most brain dead,
Brave New World “Epsilon” cretin out there.

The awakened civilization rolls on.

The List Continues
If you need further encouragement, get involved. You’ll see
signs of it everywhere. Major inroads of Truth are being made
by the minute as these disgusting forces continue to attempt
to forge their desired goal of a subservient, complacent and
even happily servile work force. Damn them, and do it with
gusto.

Don’t be deceived, it’s all a wicked charade. A ploy, a scam:
a counterfeit civilization they’re trying to construct that
true conscious humanity is dissolving by the hour.

Disconnect – disobey – and de-enlist. Break your unconscious
and conscious agreements. The parasites will shrivel up and
disappear.

The time is now. It’s ours for the taking. And receiving.

Much love always, keep on, Zen

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.
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